
Assessment Updates

Information for Parents 



What is assessment?

• Integral to all teaching and learning
• Enables teaching staff and leaders to monitor 

attainment and progress in all subjects
• Led by the needs of the child
• It informs the further development and adaptation of 

the curriculum
• Can be formal or informal. Is not always recorded
• Different types of assessment done at different points 

in teaching and learning



What do parents need to know about their child’s 
assessment?

Statutory Assessments:

• Reception- baseline and end of year judgement –
‘Good Level of Development’

• Year One- Phonics test result
• Year Two- Phonics test result if needed to re-sit and 

end of Key Stage One teacher assessment results
• Year Four- Multiplication test result
• Year Six- SATs results



What do parents need to know about their child’s assessment?

Internal Assessments:

Each term, teachers assess how well a child is attaining according 
to the curriculum for their year group.

We communicate this in Autumn and Spring Terms through 
Parents Evening (and a written sheet for y1-6) and in Summer 
Term through a formal school report.

Communication is not limited to this- teachers will always make 
the time for informal and formal feedback whenever necessary 
for your child



What do parents need to know about their child’s 
assessment?

Internal Assessments:

This year, we have changed the way that teachers record 
children’s attainment.



What do parents need to know about their child’s 
assessment?

Internal Assessments:

Termly ‘Point in Time Assessments’ instead of giving 
levels.



‘Point in Time Assessments’

Why is this system better than levels?

• Teachers assess according to the exact subject 
content or ‘sticky knowledge’ that has been taught 
that term

• Assessments reflect exactly what that child can do in 
that term, in the topics taught

• If a child has done exceptionally well, this can be 
reflected

• If a child has missed a topic or a large amount of 
lessons, this can also be factored in



‘Point in Time Assessments’

Why is this system better than levels?

• When planning, teachers can look back at previous 
assessments and check which children have 
particular skills and knowledge

• Pre-teaching can be offered for children with gaps
• Extension work can be planned for children who 

already know more about that topic



‘Point in Time Assessments’

How do teachers track progress?

• We no longer expect children to make 2 steps of progress and 
move up a ‘levels ladder’ each term

• If a child is ‘working at’ expected levels, good progress is 
staying at this level, or exceeding this by moving to ‘working 
above’ in a subject

• If a child is ‘working above’, we would expect them to stay at 
this level for this subject

• If a child is ‘working towards’, ‘working below’ or ‘working 
significantly below’, we would put support in place to support 
them to reach a more secure point in their learning



‘Point in Time Assessments’

These changes mean the parents evening sheets (y1-6) and end 
of year reports will look a little different.



Questions?


